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Von: IMU Secretary
An: technician@mathunion.org
Cc: "IMU Administrator"
Thema: IMU AO CL 3/2010: GA Agenda and GA further information
Datum: Freitag, 14. Mai 2010 16:39:38


To:   IMU Adhering Organizations and all
      registered delegates and observers
      of the IMU General Assembly


From: Martin Groetschel, IMU Secretary


Dear colleagues,


This letter covers the following topics:


1. GA Agenda
2. Password Protected GA Server
3. Stable IMU Office
4. IMU Statutes
5. Slates for IMU Offices
6. Nomination of Delegates and GA Registration


Below is important information for the General Assembly.
Please read with care.


1. GA Agenda
============


According to item 39. of the By-Laws of the IMU Statutes,
the agenda for the meeting of the General Assembly has to
be dispatched to the Adhering Organizations at least three
months before the meeting. The Statutes are at:
http://www.mathunion.org/fileadmin/IMU/Statutes2006.pdf


This item of the By-Laws also stresses that "a question which
has not been put on the agenda may be discussed, but shall
not be put to the vote unless a proposal to that effect be
approved by the majority of the total number of votes
assigned to the members." Thus, any further issue that an
Adhering Organization wants to be put up for vote needs
special treatment at the GA agenda.


In the attachment, please find the proposal of the Executive
Committee for the agenda for our meeting in Bangalore. We
will have a very tight schedule, so there is not much room
for "ad-hoc topics" proposed at the GA meeting itself. Please
keep this in mind.


2. Password Protected GA Server
===============================


The IMU Office in Berlin has established a further
password-protected Web site at which all documents that
are relevant for the General Assembly will be available
for download. The URL is the following:


        http://www.mathunion.org/GA2010/


The user name and the password can be obtained from
the IMU Secretary


We will upload GA relevant documents to this GA Agenda
Server as soon as such material becomes available.


If you access the password protected Bangalore GA Server
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using the password for new registrations or your access
key you can enter this new GA Agenda Server without being
asked again for a password, since the Indian colleagues
have set links to the Agenda server.


No Printed Documents for the GA
-------------------------------
No printed material will be distributed to the delegates at
the General Assembly. We expect all delegates and observers
to select from the material on this Web page those documents
that they find necessary to have at the General Assembly
itself, to print them, and to bring them to Bangalore.
Please also bring a printed copy of the (latest version of
the) GA agenda along.


3. Stable IMU Office
====================


One extremely important vote will be on the establishment of
a stable office for the International Mathematical Union. The
Stable Office Committee has selected three candidate institutions
that are ready and willing to serve IMU in the future. These are:


- The Fields Institute, Toronto, Canada
- IMPA, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
- WIAS, Berlin, Germany


The Stable Office Committee, consisting of IMU President
L. Lovasz, IMU Past President J. Ball, and EC members
S. Baouendi and R. Piene, will report at the General
Assembly about the whole selection process.


The three finalists will each make 10-minute presentations of
their proposals. To give the delegates sufficient lead time to
investigate the proposals, each candidate institution has
prepared a 2-page summary of its bid. Please find the three
summaries in the attachment. Each summary contains a link to a
Web site where the candidates are providing additional
information about their offer.


4. IMU Statutes
===============


As usual, there will be some changes to our Statutes:


- Treasurer
  In case the General Assembly decides that a permanent IMU office
  will be established, the Executive Committee will recommend
  that the office of an IMU treasurer be installed. The treasurer
  should, in the future, be a person closely linked to the stable
  office and would be responsible for all financial transactions.
  At present, the IMU Secretary acts as the treasurer, see items
  28. and 45. of the Statutes.


- Electronic voting
  The EC will suggest that votes of the IMU Members may be executed
  via a password protected Web server. (This has been requested by
  some Adhering Organizations.) There is a footnote on page 2 of
  the statutes concerning this matter. It may be reasonable to
  amend that footnote slightly, if the GA delegates agree.


- The "Procedures for Election" (important, but not part of the
  Statutes, see
http://www.mathunion.org/organization/ec/procedures-for-election/
  need an update. The Transition process for the new ICMI EC
  nomination and election model is almost over, and the description
  can be deleted. Moreover, the CDE and DCSG have been merged into
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  CDC. All references to CDE in the current "Procedures for
  Election" have to be replaced by CDC.


5. Slates for IMU Offices
=========================


I have already mentioned in a previous Circular Letter that
Ingrid Daubechies (Princeton University) will be the candidate
proposed by the IMU Nominating Committee for the office of IMU
President. Slates for all other IMU officers are currently
prepared by the Nominating Committee - chaired by former IMU
President David Mumford. The slates will be distributed,
according to our "Procedures for Election", see
http://www.mathunion.org/organization/ec/procedures-for-election/
by June 15, 2010.


6. Nomination of Delegates and GA Registration
==============================================


To all IMU Adhering Organizations:


So far, only one half of the members of the IMU have
nominated their delegates for the GA. IMU urges you to
act as soon as possible. Please nominate your delegates
to the IMU Secretary and ask your delegates to register
formally at the GA Web site, see


http://www.mathunion.org/Publications/CircularLetters/2010-01.pdf
http://www.mathunion.org/Publications/CircularLetters/2010-02.pdf


for details. The local GA organization needs to estimate
the number of participants of the GA precisely. Our
colleagues in Bangalore have to buy tickets (flight from
Bangalore to Hyderabad) for the GA delegates, observers,
and also all accompanying persons. This has to happen
very soon to avoid unpleasant surprises.


Recall: August 15,      arrival day
        August 16 & 17, General Assembly
        August 18,      transfer from Bangalore to
                        Hyderabad for the ICM participants


Visa Issues
-----------


The local organizers have informed me that India's external
affairs ministry has a list of eight countries which get somewhat
special treatment as far as visas are concerned - they are
    Pakistan, Bangladesh, Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan,
    Nepal, Sri Lanka and China.
The ministry insists that individuals wanting visas from these
countries need to get individual clearance which must be
obtained at least SIX WEEKS prior to their intended date of
entry to India. The local organizers must seek clearance for
the person a month and a half in advance to avoid a potentially
embarrassing situation.


Best regards


Martin Groetschel


4 Attachments:
- GA Agenda
- Stable Office bids from FIELDS, IMPA, WIAS


+-------------------------------------------+
|            Martin Groetschel              |
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|             Secretary of the              |
|  International Mathematical Union (IMU)   |
|       URL: http://www.mathunion.org       |
|      e-mail: secretary@mathunion.org      |
+-------------------------------------------+
|Postal Address:      |Telecommunication:   |
|Zuse Institute Berlin|Tel: +49 30 84185 210|
|Takustr. 7           |Tel: +49 30 314 23266|
|D-14195 Berlin       |FAX: +49 30 84185 269|
|Germany              |Sec: +49 30 84185 208|
+-------------------------------------------+
|    personal URL: www.zib.de/groetschel    |
+-------------------------------------------+
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